
Changing Pharmacy, One Member at a Time
Put the Market-Leading Pharmacy Solution to Work for You

Who We Help
Rx Savings Solutions brings a new level of consumerism to the world of prescription drugs.  
We currently serve more than 6 million covered lives in health plans and employer populations  
across the nation. When members save on medications, everyone benefits. 

Members are notified when  
and how to pay less for 
prescription drugs. Those 
who act on a savings 
suggestion save an  
average of $131.50 per fill
(combined member/plan
savings in 2019)

Employers add a valuable new 
benefit to relieve employee 
out-of-pocket costs, gain 
better visibility, and 
dramatically reduce pharmacy 
spend. For every $1 in 
employee savings, employers 
save an average of $2.

Health Plans integrate a 
trusted solutions that help 
members navigate the 
pharmacy benefit for cost 
savings and a more engaging, 
satisfying experience. 43% of 
registered members act on a 
savings suggestion.

How it All Began
Betty walked into the pharmacy one day and 

asked which of her eight prescription refills she 

could skip. Pay for medicine or rent? The choice 

was unacceptable to her pharmacist, our founder 

Michael Rea. He found a way to get the medications 

she needed for $2,000 less. Betty’s problem isn’t 

unique, but it led to a solution that truly is.
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How it Works
Rx Savings Solutions layers on top of the pharmacy benefit to deliver unbiased clinical analysis  
of every price and savings opportunity available for any prescription. 

Pharmacy benefit files
are imported for fast and 
timely analysis

Patented technology 
analyzes all possible 
clinical therapies and costs

Personalized alerts are sent 
to members and dependents 
showing lower-cost options

Hello Member,
 
You can save 
$247. Go to 
myrxss.com 
to learn more. 

Why it Works
• Personal, Customizable Member Engagement: Maximizes engagement and savings with proven 

marketing programs

• Proactive Messaging: Notifies members when lower-cost options exist and explains how to capture savings

• Concierge-level Support: Provides certified pharmacy technicians for live, personal member assistance

What Makes 
Us Different

Independent & 
Objective

Works solely 
on behalf of 
you and your 
members, 
independent of 
the PBM or any 
other party

No Plan 
Disruption

Overlays 
existing 
benefits without 
changing plan 
design

Agnostic 
Technology

Works with 
any PBM, 
health plan and 
engagement 
solutions already 
in place

Minimal  
Tech Lift

Ensures an 
efficient launch 
and effective 
onboarding

Benefit Insight

Learn from 
ongoing analysis 
and reporting 
from key 
metrics around 
engagement, 
behavior 
change, 
realized savings 
and savings 
opportunity

rxsavingssolutions.com  |  913-815-3139  |  info@rxsavingssolutions.com

Filling my prescription each month is no longer a financial burden. My stress level has 
decreased with the savings Rx Savings Solutions found for me.”

– Diana, Rx Savings Solutions member“


